STEP Technical Event – Tuesday, 15 November 2016 on the OECD Common reporting Standard

Dear Members, Students and Friends,

It is our pleasure to invite you to the STEP Geneva Technical Evening Event on Tuesday, 15 November 2016 at the SWISSOTEL METROPOLE GENEVE, 34 Quai Général-Guisan.

The subject of the Technical Event will be:

The OECD Common Reporting Standard: theory and practice

The event will start at 18:00 (doors open from 17:30) and will close at 20:30. The presentation will last 1.5 hours and will be followed by a cocktail reception during which you will be able to discuss the subject further with the speakers.

Our speakers will be Mr. Stefano Lembo of Banque Pictet SA, Mr. Nicholas Pell of Rhône Group General Counsel, and Mr. David Wilson of Schellenberg Wittmer, Geneva. They will focus on the technical aspects of the CRS.

The attendance fee (including the cocktail reception afterwards) is CHF50, which should please be paid well in advance. This payment may be made either by bank transfer to STEP Geneva’s account as detailed on the second page of this invitation, or you can fax Philippe de La Débutrie on 022 715 23 26 or email him at secretariat@step-geneva.org to request a BVR. We are liable for reservations made, so “No shows” will be required to pay. All attendees whose payment have not been confirmed or received 24 hours preceding the event will be required to pay at the door. Any payments received thereafter will be held on credit for future events. Cancellations in writing must be received by the Secretariat 24 hours before the event.

We look forward to seeing you on 15 November.

Best wishes,

The event count as “1.5 structured CPD hour.”

Justine Markovitz - Technical Events Officer

Association STEP Geneva
c/o Philippe de La Débutrie
Tel.: (+41) 22 715 23 25
Fax: (+41) 22 715 23 26
secretariat@step-geneva.org
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34 rue de l’Athénée, CP 393, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland
STEP Technical Event – Tuesday, 15 November 2016 (18:00 prompt start)

SWISSOTEL METROPOLE GENEVE, Quai Général-Guisan 34

“The OECD Common Reporting Standard: Theory and Practice”

Please kindly register by sending a fax to Philippe de La Débutrie on 022 715 23 26 or an e-mail to secretariat@step-geneva.org

NAME: ........................................
Email: ......................................................
Tel N°: ..................................................
Fax N°: ..................................................
Company: ............................................

CONFIRMATION OF PAYMENT

My payment of CHF ………………… has been made as follows:

- By bank transfer to UBS S.A., Geneva, for credit to Association STEP Geneva, account n° 0240-615299 and IBAN CH19 0024 0240 6152 9901H.
- IMPORTANT – please make sure names are mentioned by your bank and remember to also send your registration by email or fax!

(Signed)

..........................................................